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VARIABLE STAR RESEARCHAT LOS AMMOS

C. G. Davis, A. N. Cox and T. F. Adams
University of California

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 37545

ABSTRACT

We are at present engaged in three majcr areas of variable
star research at Los Alamos: 1) A study using improved Cepheid
light curwes in order to define more precisely the Hertzsprung
sequence, in collaboration with John Castor and John Cox?
2) The suggestion by A. Cox that helium enrichment occurs in the
stellar envelope, by a stellar wind, which may explain many of
the mass anomalies, this work being with G. Michaud, D. King,
R. Deupree”,antiS. Hodson, and 3) The study of Cepheid and
RR Lyrae colors to compare directly to the observations. A brief
discussion of the present status of each
grams will be given.

I. INTRODUCTION

of these research pro-

Work on variable star research began at Los Alamos in the
early 60’s with the development of a non-linear son-adiabatic
pulsation code (Cox, Brownlee aridEilkrs - 1966). With the use of
large covuters it was possible to solve the equations of coupled
hydrodynamics and radiation diffusion using opacities and equa-
tions of state calculated at Los Alamos (Cox and Stewart - 1965).
Since that time a large amount of work on pulsating stars has been
done at Los Alamos as evidenced in a recent review article by
John Cox (1974), a frequent consultant to Los Alamos. In this
paper we want to stress three of the areas of variable star re-
search; (1) A study of the Hertzsprung sequence using a new de-
velopment in dynamic zoning (Castor, Davis and Davison - 1977)
that produces improved light curves. Previous interpretations by
Christy (1968) and Stobie (1969) relied on the calculated veloci-
ties from which they determined that the Cepheid masses must be
reduced from 50-60% of the evolutionary mass in order to obtain
the correct phase of the bumps; (2) A study to determine the colors
and the corrkct way to calculate the B-V average for Cepheids and
RR Lyrae stars; and (3) A new proposal by A. Cox that, due to a
stellar wind (Cox, 31ichaudand Hodson - 1978), helium is increased
in the convection zones, resulting in improved ratios of periods
for bump and beat Cepheids using evolutionary masses.



II. IMPROVED LIGHT CURVES

Recent developments in non-linear hydrodynamics have resulted
in improved light curves for pulsating stars (Davis and Davison -
1977)● In the region of hydrogen ionization driving the front is
a very steep function of mass, and the normal Lagrangian hydrody-
namics has difficulty resolving this region (Fig. W4a, p. 205,
Fischel and Sparks - 1974). In order to resolve this front, we
have developed a dynamically zoned hydrodynamic code called DYN
(Castor, Davis and Davison - 1977). The dynamic zoning follows
the ionization front with a typical resolution as shown in Fig, 1.
The resulting light curves (Fig. 2) are for a sequence of models
of 10-day Cepheids where the mass is varied from the evolutionary
mass of 7.4 M@ to 4.0 MO, the Christy mass. A comparison of the
lower light curve with the 10-day Cepheid 13Doradus (Fig. 3) shows
reasonable agreement where the mass is 0.53 of the evolutionary
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Fi8. 1. Dynamic zoning in the hydrogen ionization region
at.a particular phase in the non-linear dynamic
pulsation calculation for a Cepheid model.
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Fig, 2. Light curves for a 10-day Cepheid using the new

dynamic zoning code (DYN) for masses from 4.0
to 7.4 MO,

mass. This study is inconclusive since it is difficult to separate
the observed bump from the peak in light intensity for 10-day
Cepheids. At present we are completing a set of 7-day Cepheids
where the bump occurs on the descending branch of the light curve
as observed in ~ Aquilae. From our initial study of these results,
●nd those for the 10-day Cepheids, it appears that in agreement
with Christy the mass must be reduced to at least 60% of the evo-
lutionary mass to explain the location of the bumps on the Cepheid
“lisht” curves. Davis (1977) argues that mass loss is still a
viable explanation for the low masses of “bump” Cephaids. The esti-
=te that evolutionary tracks will not loop back into the instabili-
ty strip if more than 10% of the mass is lost (Lauterborn, Refsdal
●nd Weigert - 1971) is the principle argument against this view and
● careful look in this region of the yellow 8iant tracks should be
made. Evidence for the support of mass loss comes from the recent
observations on Betalgeuse, a red giant, by Bernat (1977). It is
known, though, that mass lose estimates can be in error by factors
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Fig. 3. The observed light curve for the 10-day Cepheid
S. Nor. The “bump” occurs near maximum light.

of ten or more, but his value of 3 x 10‘4 ~ /yr is large enough to
reach 60% or less of the evolutionary mass by the time a star of
7-8MQevolves into the instability strip.

111. COLORS OF PULSATING STARS “

In the past few years we have developed non-linear radiation
transport codes in order to establish the importance of treating
correctly the angular dependence and the frequency dependence of the
radiation flow in the atmospheres of pulsating stars (Davis - 1971,
1974)● Most non-linear modeling has been done using the grey diffu-
sion approximation (Christy, Cox, et al., and Stobie). From the
atmospheric structure we obtain the colors (U,B,V) of the star at
selected phases using a multifrequency “snapshot” approximation.
The colors for a model of a lo-day Cepheid are shown in Fig. 4. In
order to obtain these colors, low-temperature molecular line opacl-
tles had to be innluded with the standard atomic opacities (Merts
and Magee - 1977). The lower curve in Fig. 4 are results without
the low temperature contributions i.e.~ no line blanketing. These
results are compared to the observations through the Kraft-Oke re-
lationship:

LogTeff = 3.886- 0.175(B-V) .

Newobservations W Pel (1970 indicatethat the temperaturesUSed
by Kraft arehighby approximately 300 K. Pel is in the process of
transforming his data from the Walraven system to the Johnson sys-
tem that we have adopted. The color loop for the 10-day Cepheid
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S Nor are compared to ouz calculations in Fig. 50 The non-linear
structures used in these calculations were from a grey diffusion
approximateion. Some improvements are obtained using the full multi-
frequency transfer approach (Davis - 1971); however, it is not nec-
essary to use a multifrequency approximation for Cepheids. For the
W Virginis stars (Davis - 1972), it is essential to use the full
multifrequency radiative transfer approximation in order to produce
the observed shoulder on the light curve.

For RR Lyrae stars we have started a study using a population
II mixture (Y = 0.299, Z = 0.001) with low temperature lines added
(Cox - Davis III) and with atomic opacities only (King IA). It
appears that in the addition of molecular lines, or possibly all
lines, in the CD-III opacities they were not treated properly. .
Mding the line wings into the multigroup Rosseland opacities is
difficult and we are looking into the correct way of doing this.
The problem arises because the molecular low-temperature contribu-
tion should be small or, as we believe, insignificant for the
“hotter” RR Lyrae stars. Figure 6 shows the results for a model of
a .44-day RR Lyrae star, a star with a period and parameters(L, M
6 ‘l’eff)like SW And (Davis - 1975). The results were obtained
using only the atomic opacities (King IA) and are compared to the
observations through the Oke, Giver and Searle relationship:

Oe -0.62 +Oe51 (B-V) ; Teff = 5040/ee .

To test our calibration, we have taken snapshot spectrum from fine-
ly zoned static model calculations, using King IAwhere L = 38 L@,
lf= 0.6 ~ and Teff = 6350, 6500, 6800, 7100, 7400, and 7700 K,
respectively. These results, as well as recent unpublished re-
sults from Kurucz (1978), which do include a prescription for con-
vection, are shown in Fig. 6. To study the effects of convection
on colors, we are attempting to include some results from R. Deupree
(1974) where he used a two-dimensional hydrodynamic code to model
the large convective cells. The pulsation is apparently throttled
by the convection at the red edge of the instability strip.

From studies of models of Cepheids (CcDxand Davis - 1975) and
a model of an RR Lyrae star (Davis and Cox - 1978), the best way to
obtain the average of B-V Is from the difference in the intensity
means, i.e., <B>int - <V>int.
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Fig. 6.~ B--V versus log Teff calculated using grey
transport structure. Solid line shows Oke,
Giver, and Searle relation. Calibration
values (0) for static models at L = 38 Lo
and Teff = 7700, 7400, 7100, 6800, 6500 and

6350 K are plotted. Dashed line is fitted
to Kurucz’s latest results (unpublished).

IV. HELIUMENHANCEMENT

The suggestion by Ccx, Deupxee, King, and Hods n that there
are helium enriched convection zofiescomprising 10-8 of the mass
in Cepheids has had a number of successes in explaining some mass
anomalies. This enrichment is presumed due to a helium deficient
Cepheid wind. Apparently, one can not observe any spectrum effect
even for Y as larze as 0.75, Here ~consider the bump Cepheids
for which homo~l~Qus models could give the proper light and vc-
l.ocitycur~bum~~pfise only when the mass was about 2/3 that
given by evolutian theory. These results by Christy, Stobie, King,
Cox, Eilc,~, and tlaveyand now by Adams are changed when the thin
helium rich l~yets are included in the models.



Simon and Schmidt have enabled us to study the bump phase
using only the linear theory. From the extensive Stobie nonlinear
results and their linear adiabatic periods, they showed that bumps
occur for Cepheid models when H7/lIolies between 0.46 and 0.53. At
~2/HO = 0.53 the bumps are far on the descending light and velocity
curves, and at 0.50 - 0.46 for 112/lIothey are on the rising parts.
Figure 7 shows the situation with a plot of 112/~ versus II.given
in the June 1 Ap. J. Consider first the homogeneous models at 7 M@
using the King IVa composition (X = 0.70, Z = 0.02 everywhere. Cn
the basis of these linear results there should be no light or veloc-
ity curve bumps for those models between the blue (B) and red (R)
edge as shown by others previously, using nonlinear calculations.
If the mass is reduced to 5 M@ but the luminosity retained as that
for 7 M@ one can presumably get bumps for periods like 10 days or
longer. Use of the Carson opacities in homogeneous evolutionary
nuss models gives the nearby curve for 7 M@ and evolutionary
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Fig. 7. The period ratiu J12/11versus fundamental period, no.
The topmost curve is ?or 7.0 Me with a homogeneous
King IVa composition. The curve labeled 51Va has the
top curve luminosity and composition but a mass of only
500M@. Use of the Carson opacities for mixture C312
at 7.0 M@ gives the curve 7C312. Inhomogeneous models
with 6.0, 7.0, and 8.0 M. show the appropriate
Hertzsprung relation. Approximate blue (B) and red (R)
edges of the instability strip are indicated.



luminosity. A nonlinear calculation at the tip of the extension at
8.7 days and 6000 K, with slightly lower Ti2/IIogives no bumps if
the pulsation amplitude is normal like * 30 - 40 km/s. If the
amplitude is slightly larger like t 40 km/s, as occurs when using
the Carson opacities because of the stronger helium driving, Vemury
and Stothers get bumps which are reported in the November Ap. J.
Surface helium enriched models at 6, 7, and 8 % show the proper
observed Hertzsprung progression of the bumps.

Just a few words about the Vemury and Stothers result are in
order. First, these Carson opacities differ greatly from anything
anyone else can calculate. The bumps they get do not seem to be
like the well-known ethos from the central regions= discussed ex-
tensively by Christy. We propose that they are surface disturb-
ances, perhaps shock waves, due to the large velocity gradients at
the surface and not the bumps observed in the Cepheid light and
velocity curves.

We have made nonlinear calculations for inhomogeneous 7 ~
models at 1.85 x 1037 erg/s, the evolutionary luminosity, for var-
ious effective surface temperatures. Adams has done this also for
one model at 6.7 F% and 8;1 days with evolutionary luminosity.
Radial velocity variations at every level, slightly displaced from
its neighbors, show the expected Christy ethos. The helium en-
hancement, if stable enough against downward mixing to be main-
tained by a Cepheid wind, seems to adequately explain the mass and
behavior of the bump Cepheids.

v. CONCLUSIONS

We are continuing to work in the areas of nonlinear pulsation
theory as well as studies using linear theory (King and Cox - 1978).
The problem of the mass amonalies in bump Cepheids is being pursued
along two paths: 1) the improvement in the calculated light curves
using standard compositions in hopes of determining how the bumps
change with mass and 2) the idea of helium enhancement, due to a
stellar wind, that results in the observed period ratios for bump
Cepheids as well as for the double mode or beat Cepheids. @estions
as to the stability and mixing of the large inverted p gradient
established by the stellar wind as well as the effects on the spec-
trum due to the large ratio of Z/A are being looked into. The study
of colors using improvemen~.sin radiative transfer and new opacities
as well as the possible eifects of convection in RR Lyrae stars is
being pursued. An interesting problem that we are beginning to
understand is the question of what mechanisms are il.volvedwith the
attainment of limiting amplitude. Usually the Mbol calculated is
30%larger than that observed. Using the DYN code, Adams and Castor
(1978) have found that a detached shockwave results as the pulsa-
tion amplitude increases to near limiting amplitude. What is



observed in the fine zoned DYN results is a transition from the
usual D-type behavior to a strong R-type behavior as discussed by
Kahn (1954) near limiting amplitude. Previous evidence for this
transition was obtained by Castor in a model of an RR Lyrae star
(Castor - 1966).

With the continued use of large computers, it appears that we
may soon solve the mass anomaly problem for Cepheids and there is
still hope for the solution to the time-dependent convection prob-
lem (Deupree - 1978).
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